Although results from factor-analytic studies of the broad, second-stratum abilities of human intelligence have been fairly consistent for decades, the list of broad abilities is far from complete, much less understood. We propose criteria by which the list of broad abilities could be amended and envision alternatives for how our understanding of the hot intelligences (abilities involving emotionally-salient information) and cool intelligences (abilities involving perceptual processing and logical reasoning) might be integrated into a coherent theoretical framework.
How Is the Existence of a Broad Ability Established?
We will begin to examine some of the issues involved in integrating cool and hot intelligences with an examination of how intelligences are related to one another more generally. As we consider how these types of intelligence might be related, we are mindful that our primary statistical tools in cognitive ability research-regression, factor analysis, and structural equation modeling-are like old-school Lego bricks. With a little ingenuity, they can be used to approximate almost any kind of structure, but their nature biases the builder toward rectilinear designs. If Horn and Noll ([4] , p. 84) are correct that a mature theory of cognitive abilities is likely to resemble the "rounded and irregular structures of mother nature", we should begin to think about intelligence in ways that go beyond the tidy hierarchical structures that characterize traditional factor-analytic models (see Figure 1) .
To appreciate the complexities and the opportunities involved, we will discuss current conceptions of intelligence in the factor-analytic tradition-spending some time on how they evolved historically so as to give a flavor of the historical learning process in the field-and then turn to more contemporary concerns.
Box 1: Is there a consensus definition of intelligence?
Before we can discuss the integration of intelligence theories, it is helpful to describe what is meant by intelligence first. We should be clear that we are not offering a binding definition of intelligence. Although there is an impulse to retrofit terms from everyday language with scientific precision, efforts to do so are usually unsatisfying. Mike Brown, who discovered several "dwarf planets" and many other large objects in our solar system beyond Pluto, explained why he does not take seriously the International Astronomical Union's official definition of the term planet that excluded Pluto ( [5] , p. 242):
In the entire field of astronomy, there is no word other than planet that has a precise, lawyerly definition, in which certain criteria are specifically enumerated. Why does planet have such a definition but star, galaxy, and giant molecular cloud do not? Because in astronomy, as in most sciences, scientists work by concepts rather than by definitions. The concept of a star is clear; a star is a collection of gas with fusion reactions in the interior giving off energy. A galaxy is a large, bound collection of stars. A giant molecular cloud is a giant cloud of molecules. The concept of a planet-in the eight-planet solar system-is equally simple to state. A planet is a one of a small number of bodies that dominate a planetary system. That is a concept, not a definition. How would you write that down in a precise definition?
I wouldn't. Once you write down a definition with lawyerly precision, you get the lawyers involved in deciding whether or not your objects are planets. Astronomers work in concepts. We rarely call in the attorneys for adjudication.
There is probably no argument more stale than that there is something fishy about the concept of intelligence because no two psychologists can agree on its definition. If you ever find yourself losing an argument, you can usually fight to a draw by doggedly insisting at each turn that your opponent define his or her terms to everyone's satisfaction. Intelligence research has been proceeding quite nicely without a consensus definition. However, if a conceptual description of intelligence is needed, a task force commissioned by the American Psychological Association provides a useful starting point ( [6] , p. 77):
Individuals differ from one another in their ability to understand complex ideas, to adapt effectively to the environment, to learn from experience, to engage in various forms of reasoning, to overcome obstacles by taking thought. [...] Concepts of "intelligence" are attempts to clarify and organize this complex set of phenomena.
[...] Scientific research rarely begins with fully agreed definitions, though it may eventually lead to them.
Similarly, we avoid premature precision in our discussion of the contrasts between hot vs. cool intelligences or broad vs. narrow abilities. These are flexible concepts that have fuzzy boundaries. 
The First Psychometric Model of Intelligence
Spearman's Two-Factor Theory of Intelligence [7] is arguably the first scientific theory of intelligence in that it explained empirical data better than at least two competing models, and it produced falsifiable hypotheses (that were, in fact, falsified). The theory stated that there is a general factor that is a partial influence on all aspects of intelligence and that there is an indeterminate number of specific abilities that operate under very narrow circumstances. Spearman ([8] , p. 5) contrasted his theory with two extreme positions on the structure of intelligence: the anarchic view, in which abilities have no structure and vary at random within individuals, and the monarchic view, in which intelligence consists of a single ability. Both hypotheses failed right from the start; there are many abilities, and their correlations have discernible patterns [7] . Between monarchy and anarchy, there is not a simple continuum, but a vast multidimensional space of possibilities, most of which will never be dreamed of, much less tested. Had Spearman's model been correct, cognitive ability researchers would have been spared the difficult and ongoing task of discerning the complex structure of intelligence.
Spearman's original theory attempted to explain individual differences in intelligence without appealing to the existence of group factors, which are broad abilities that influence sets of related but clearly distinct (i.e., narrow) cognitive abilities. For example, visual-spatial ability consists of many narrow abilities such as visual gestalt perception, visual memory, the ability to imagine how an object would look if it were rotated, and so forth [9] . Spearman's original theory predicts that the correlations among these narrow abilities are entirely explained by the general factor.
Spearman's original theory seemed promising at first, but it did not take long for researchers and theorists to find reasons to doubt the existence of the general factor (g) and to then find positive evidence for the existence of group factors [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Spearman was able to explain away some of the earliest disconfirming evidence because the distinction between a broad and a narrow ability (i.e., group factors and specific abilities in Spearman's terms) is not always clear. However, by 1927, it was clear even to Spearman that the general factor could not entirely explain the residual correlations between many clearly different abilities ( [8] , pp. 222-241). Spearman referred to the broad verbal factor as his "hierarchy breaker" because its residual correlations were particularly strong ( [15] , p. 39).
Early Broad Ability Models
Spearman eventually modified his theory to accommodate broad factors of intelligence but still argued strongly that g was probably the most important aspect of intelligence [16] . It is telling that after over a century of factor-analytic work on the structure of cognitive abilities, it is still possible for eminent scholars to disagree passionately about whether g represents a mere statistical regularity or an important theoretical entity (cf. [17, 18] ). Clearly, the available evidence is not yet definitively persuasive in either direction.
Using new multivariate factor analytic techniques of his own invention, Thurstone [19, 20] attempted to find the fundamental building blocks of cognitive abilities. His Primary Mental Abilities model [21] was an early attempt to identify unitary cognitive abilities that are primary in the same sense that primary colors are primary. Over time, factor-analytic research by Vernon [22] , Guilford [23] , French and Ekstrom [24, 25] , Cattell [15] , Horn [26] , and many others made it clear that Thurstone's primary abilities were not really primary at all; each could be split into ever narrower abilities. In a massive reanalysis of all the world's factor-analytic evidence available up to around 1990, Carroll [9] was able to isolate about 10 broad abilities and 70 narrow abilities, but it is almost certain that there are many more.
A Taxonomy of Cool Intelligences
Although the construct labels often shift, factor-analytic studies have yielded a fairly consistent set of findings since the 1930s about broad abilities within the cool intelligence domain [9, 27] . It is not hard to see the resemblance between Thurstone's primary abilities and the increasingly elaborated constructs from more recent psychometric theories [4, 28] . Although psychometric theories under active development [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] may differ greatly in emphasis, they contradict each other on only a handful of important issues (e.g., the nature of the general factor of intelligence) and are otherwise quite compatible with each other [28, [34] [35] [36] [37] . We will frame our discussion in terms of the Cattell-Horn-Carroll Theory of Cognitive Abilities (CHC Theory) [27, 33, [38] [39] [40] as a representative psychometric theory of the cool intelligences. It was chosen in part because it is widely accepted [41, 42] and has been influential in the development of nearly all recently developed clinical measures of intelligence [43] . More importantly, it is well suited for discussions of theoretical integration because it is proposed as a common framework into which new findings can be incorporated, provided that certain thresholds of evidence are met. In fact, all cognitive ability researchers have a standing invitation to help extend the theory ( [39] , p. 100).
CHC Theory is primarily an integration of the Horn-Cattell Theory of Fluid and Crystallized Intelligence [4] and Carroll's Three-Stratum Theory of Intelligence [9] , two highly similar theories from the factor-analytic tradition in intelligence research. Although CHC Theory is often described as a comprehensive taxonomy of abilities, it is not just a decontextualized list of constructs. In the words of Carroll ([9] , p. 68), "To construct a theory of intelligence is to construct a theory of cognition." With each refinement, CHC Theory is evolving away from a simple, unrealistically tidy hierarchical model like Figure 1 and toward a more nuanced account of human intelligence, with constructs that interact dynamically with each other [39, 40, 44, 45] .
With over 70 narrow abilities and 16 broad abilities, CHC Theory is complex enough that there are many ways its various features can be depicted [28, 37, 39, 45] . In Figure 2 , CHC Theory's complexity is reduced by grouping the broad abilities into even broader conceptual categories. Similar to Carroll's [9] model, each grouping has at least one level ability (AKA power abilities) and at least one speed factor associated with it. The motor and perceptual processing abilities-what Cattell ([15] , pp. 365-366) called provincial powers-are hypothesized to exist because each has corresponding primary and association regions of the cortex where basic and higher-order processing of motor and sensory codes occurs. Evidence for distinct visual-spatial and auditory processing abilities is more abundant and convincing than for the other hypothesized perceptual factors [39] . Fluid reasoning refers to a domain-general relation-perceiving and problem-solving mechanism that is supported by several domain-general capacities of attention and memory as well as the various domain-specific perceptual processing capacities. That is, if one can hold one's attentional focus on a wide array of information in working memory (whether it be external sensory information shaped by perceptual processing structures or internal knowledge structures retrieved from long-term memory [46] ), one is better able to discern useful patterns within this information [26] . The three abilities grouped under controlled attention (fluid reasoning, working memory capacity, and processing speed) are what Horn [4, 26] classified as vulnerable abilities in part because they decline most with age, are easily damaged by injury and disease, and are even vulnerable to disruption by temporary states such as intoxication, fatigue, and emotional distress. Tests of these abilities have long been associated with constructs such as attention and executive functions [47] [48] [49] and there is evidence that suggests that processing speed and working memory capacity are essential precursors to fluid reasoning, both in terms of cognitive development [50, 51] and reasoning in real time [52, 53] .
Fluid reasoning can be directed toward acquiring new knowledge and skills, which, once acquired, tend to make future problem-solving more efficient ( [15] , pp. 138-152). The acquired knowledge factors-what Cattell [54] originally called crystallized intelligence and in a more differentiated form Horn called [4, 26] expertise abilities-have at their center two highly correlated verbal abilities: Language development and familiarity with core knowledge domains that are highly valued by one's culture [55] . In the periphery, are increasingly less correlated specific knowledge domains that are acquired because of particular interests or vocational requirements [56] . Although literacy and numeracy were once the province of specialists, they are now core competencies in our culture and are highly correlated with verbal comprehension [57] . In different cultures and at different points in history, other skills might be more central markers of competence (e.g., herbal lore in rural Kenya [58] ). Domain-specific acquired knowledge is speculated to have a structure that is similar to Holland's [59] RIASEC model of vocational interests [30, 56, 60, 61] .
Hot Intelligence Theories

Early Descriptions of Hot Intelligences
Although the term hot intelligence is fairly recent, numerous maxims and fables attest to the fact that thoughtful writers from antiquity understood that effective action often required insight about oneself (e.g., the Delphic maxim "Know thyself") and shrewd awareness of the motives of others (e.g., Aesop's advice to "Distrust interested advice") [62] . In the modern era, the first hot intelligence construct that received sustained attention from scholars was social intelligence ( [63] , pp. 258-259). As early as 1909 Dewey ([64] , p. 43) defined it as "the power of observing and comprehending social situations". E. L. Thorndike [65] , in an article published in Harper's Magazine for a lay audience in 1920, suggested social intelligence should have a place of prominence alongside abstract and mechanical abilities in his conceptualization of intelligence.
Although Thorndike himself did not develop his ideas about social intelligence much beyond argumentation and hypothesis, the idea was compelling enough that for decades scholars continued to work on the problem of finding good measures of it even in the face of persistently disappointing results. Initial hopes for the George Washington Test of Social Intelligence [66] , an early measure of social intelligence, were dampened when validation efforts suggested that such tests were difficult to distinguish from verbal ability tests and offered little additional predictive utility beyond conventional ability tests [67] [68] [69] . Numerous subsequent attempts to produce useful measures of social intelligence were similarly unsuccessful [69] [70] [71] .
Not all of the early work on social intelligence was unproductive, however. Notably, Guilford's [23, 72] work in this domain convinced a previously very skeptical Cronbach ([73] , p. 319) to soften his stance and re-open his mind toward the idea of social intelligence ( [74] , p. 343). In contrast to previous efforts, Guilford was able to show that his tests of behavioral cognition measured something clearly distinct from tests of verbal intelligence [75] . Guilford's work on social intelligence also found its way into Carroll's Three-Stratum Theory of Intelligence [9] as a narrow factor called Knowledge of Behavioral Content, though it was given a very "cool" interpretation as an aspect of knowledge and achievement.
Present-Day Frameworks of Intelligences that Include Both Hot and Cool Intelligences
Because of progress in recent decades, there is reason to believe that the enterprise of measuring social intelligence can be revived [76] [77] [78] . In particular, work on social intelligence has advanced substantially because scholars have increasingly focused on narrower constructs within social intelligence rather than social intelligence as a whole [79, 80] . A small number of factor-analytic studies (e.g., [75, [81] [82] [83] [84] ) have provided evidence for internally consistent hot intelligences that are distinct from cool intelligences.
If social intelligence is both a hot intelligence and an idea with scientific merit, how does it fit with more established theories in the cool intelligence domain? At least two prominent theories of intelligence have incorporated both kinds of constructs in a common framework.
In Gardner's Theory of Multiple Intelligences [85, 86] , the hot intelligences include two personal intelligences (Intrapersonal and Interpersonal Intelligence) and perhaps moral intelligence. These interact dynamically with more traditional cool intelligences (i.e., logical-mathematical, verbal-linguistic, and visual-spatial intelligence). Gardner's model also addresses aspects of intelligence that go well beyond the hot-cool dimension (i.e., musical, bodily-kinesthetic, naturalist, and existential intelligences).
Sternberg's Theory of Successful Intelligence [87, 88] , like Gardner's theory, has an extremely broad scope. Although the hot-cool distinction is not its primary focus, it does incorporate elements that could be considered hot intelligences. In Sternberg's theory, there are three main components of intelligence: analytical, creative, and practical intelligence. Social intelligence is explicitly a facet of practical intelligence. However, hot abilities are not just isolated components in Sternberg's model but are interwoven in various places throughout the model. In particular, at the core of the theory is the idea that intelligence is directed toward success in achieving self-defined goals in a particular cultural context. Meeting one's own standards of success requires, among other things, enough social and self-understanding to capitalize on one's strengths and to compensate for one's weaknesses as one selects, shapes, and adapts to different (social) environments.
Two Hot Intelligence Candidates for Integration with Cool Intelligence Models
The diversity of theories within the hot intelligence domain makes it hard to say anything that would be true of all currently viable hot intelligence constructs. However, lessons learned from some cases may generalize to some, or even most others. For this reason, we will take two hot intelligence constructs as prototypes which may, to some degree, act as stand-ins for the domain as a whole. Even so, we acknowledge that often theoretical integration needs to proceed at the pace of one construct at a time.
Emotional intelligence is studied by many independent scholars and thus has more than one definition, but in the Mayer-Salovey-Caruso model [80, 89, 90] it refers to the ability to perceive, understand, manage, and use emotions adaptively. This model of emotional intelligence has been supported by a wide variety of evidence [3, 91, 92] , though further refinements and elaborations may be needed to address various thoughtful criticisms [93] .
Personal intelligence, a related hot intelligence construct recently proposed by Mayer [94] , refers to the ability to perceive, understand, and use information about one's own and others' personality adaptively. The initial validation research suggests that personal intelligence may be a useful addition to a broad conceptualization of human intelligence [84, [94] [95] [96] . We will address personal intelligence where possible, but much more is currently known about emotional intelligence.
CHC Theory and the Hot Intelligences
Compared to the breadth of Gardner's and Sternberg's theories, CHC Theory is more narrowly focused on the cool intelligences. Within the domain of the cool intelligences, CHC Theory is nonetheless a broad-ranging account of human intelligence. CHC Theory aims to be comprehensive but does not currently have any hot intelligence components (with the possible exception of the aforementioned and little-emphasized Knowledge of Behavioral Content factor, which is tentatively considered a specialized knowledge factor [39] ). For this reason, recent work by MacCann, Joseph, Newman, and Roberts [81] on the relationship between CHC theory and emotional intelligence presents a kind of stress test for the possible expansion of CHC theory to include hot intelligences. In this study, more than 800 college students worked through an hours-long battery of tests measuring emotional intelligence [97] and CHC theory constructs. The authors' confirmatory factor analyses suggest that emotional intelligence can be considered a broad intelligence alongside other CHC broad abilities. In a reanalysis of the same data set, similar conclusions were reached by Legree and colleagues [98] .
Putting emotional intelligence as a second-order broad factor in a tidy hierarchy may indeed be the proper conceptualization of emotional intelligence within the factor-analytic tradition. Perhaps Figure 2 needs a new column, with a cluster of hot intelligence broad abilities. However, chaos would ensue if taxonomies were amended every time a new study is published. Done properly, theoretical integration is hard work, requiring creativity and caution in equal measure. As there is no rush to commit to any firm conclusions, we believe that the MacCann et al. [81] study is a good prompt for reflection about what exactly broad abilities are and what a mature integration of hot and cool intelligences might look like.
Ability Taxonomies Need to Be Updated, But Carefully
A good taxonomy should orient our attention to useful distinctions and should help us gloss over trivial differences [39] . Some mechanism needs to be in place for a taxonomy to be updated regularly or it calcifies and becomes increasingly irrelevant as new knowledge accumulates. However, because logical and intuitive distinctions among abilities are so easy to generate, putative broad abilities should be vetted thoroughly. Otherwise, as McNemar famously warned, there is the ever-present danger of letting a taxonomy degenerate "into more and more factors of less and less importance" ( [99] , p. 872).
In distinguishing among animals, it is perfectly reasonable to talk about animals that walk, animals that swim, and animals that fly. We can group animals by continent, by social structure, by mating habits, by diet, or by the climate in which they thrive. We can make an extremely large number of perfectly reasonable distinctions. However, taxonomists have mostly focused on classifying animals by their theorized evolutionary lineages, because doing so usefully and succinctly organizes many phenomena about animals that would otherwise be unexplained.
In a similar fashion, scholars have made all sorts of distinctions among cognitive abilities. Some abilities are associated with specific sensory modalities (visual, auditory, olfactory, gustatory, tactile, proprioceptive, and so forth) [15] , others with particular kinds of symbolic content (verbal, numerical, and figural) [100] . Some abilities are defined by the rate at which a task can be done, others by the difficulty level of the task (speed vs. power) [9] . Some abilities are defined by giving a single correct response, others by generating many correct answers (convergent vs. divergent production) [23] . Some abilities require serial processing, others parallel processing (simultaneous vs. successive processing) [31] .
Most of these distinctions are rationally derived and have intuitive appeal. In addition, they are often grounded in robust findings from neuropsychology and/or cognitive psychology. As long as these conceptual categories are not prematurely reified into causal agents, there is little harm in discussing them. However, taxonomies can suffer as much from too much imagination as from too little. At some point, the number of distinctions in the taxonomy makes the system too difficult to use and impossible to verify empirically. Theorizing, like all forms of creativity, thrives under properly balanced constraints.
In the factor-analytic tradition of intelligence theories, the constraints come in the form of correlation coefficients that must vary according to a particular structural model. However, obtaining a well-fitting structural model is only one step in a long process of construct validation research [101] . Although factor analysis can tell us that broad abilities exist, it does not easily reveal their number and nature. As Spearman ([8] , pp. 222-223) stated:
We have now arrived at the "group factors" which have played such a baffling part in controversial writings. They make their appearance here, there, everywhere, nowhere; the very Puck of psychology. On all sides contentiously advocated, hardly one of them has received so much as a description, far less any serious investigation.
And yet they are of immense importance, not only theoretically, but also practically. By dint of nothing else can all those who claim to measure "special abilities"-holding out magnificent promises for industry-be saved from the charge of living in the fool's paradise of "faculties". For a test only measures any ability other than g by having correlation with it other than that due to g.
We agree with Spearman that group factors (hereafter referred to as broad abilities) are of immense importance and that they warrant continued investigation. Although an enormous amount of work has been devoted to identifying which broad abilities exist, one suspects that Spearman would remain unsatisfied with how they are conceptualized today. Though the particulars of Spearman's theoretical work may not be particularly convincing today (e.g., the metaphor that g is a mental energy and that specific abilities are mental engines), his ideas were the product of a sustained effort to give the g factor a sophisticated philosophical treatment and precise psychological description [102] . Efforts like his have generally not been duplicated with the broad abilities. With the possible exception of working memory capacity [103] , it is rare for researchers to attempt to describe broad abilities in terms of particular cognitive functions identifiable by cognitive psychological research. It is surprising that the idea of broad abilities has largely escaped the skepticism and close scrutiny that g has been given for the last hundred years. Most arguments that cast doubt on the existence of g apply equally to the major broad abilities (e.g., [17, 104] ). It makes little sense to overthrow a dictator if one's plan is to cede all power to petty warlords.
Specific Proposal for Evaluating a New Broad Intelligence
To assert that one must take emotions and other people's personalities into account if one is to behave intelligently when interacting with others is not the same as asserting that there exist theoretical entities such as emotional or personal intelligence. One might argue that identifying emotions, predicting others' behavior, and solving abstract logic puzzles are simply diverse manifestations of the same kind of intelligence. A proposed hot intelligence, such as emotional or personal intelligence, needs to meet a number of conceptual and empirical criteria in order to be accepted as a distinct broad intelligence. Our proposed criteria borrow extensively from similar lists laid out by Gardner [85] and Mayer et al. [90] .
The Content Domain of the Putative Broad Ability Must Be Clearly Laid Out
A new ability need not have perfectly sharp theoretical boundaries-even if that were possible-, but researchers should be able to communicate about the ability sufficiently well that their findings can inform subsequent research about the ability. In particular, different teams of researchers should be able to create new measures of the construct based on a shared understanding of what it is. Specifying an intelligence's problem-solving domain is important because without a well-specified range of problems, test content to measure the intelligence cannot be developed with confidence.
Both personal and emotional intelligences have carefully worked-out problem-solving domains: for emotional intelligence it involves the capacity to reason accurately about (and with) emotions [90] ; for personal intelligence, the capacity to reason accurately about personality [84] . Personality is defined as the organization of a person's major psychological subsystems including motivations and emotions, knowledge and intelligence, planning for action and preferred social styles, and awareness and self-control [95] . The problem-solving domains for both intelligences are further broken down into four areas for each intelligence, as indicated in Table 1 . 
Personal Intelligence Emotional Intelligence
Well-specified problem-solving domain? [90, 95] • Identifying information about personality • Forming models of personality • Guiding choices with personality-relevant information • Systematizing plans and goals Keyed to the increasing number of empirically well-validated theories in the area [105, 106] Are there diverse kinds of problem-solving involved? Nearly 13-18 different tasks were developed based on the problem area specification [84] ; more such tasks are now under study.
• Perceiving emotions
Yes, a large and diverse number of tasks have been developed based on the problem-area specification [90, 95, 105, 107] .
Is the problem-solving domain unitary?
All tasks load on a principle factor, although models improve with the inclusion of subsidiary factors [84] .
All tasks load on a principle factor, although models improve with the inclusion of subsidiary factors [81] .
Discriminant Validity
The correlation with verbal intelligence is in the r = 0.35 range; that with the Big Five is uniformly less than r = 0.30 [84, 96] .
The correlation with verbal intelligence is in the r = 0.35 range; that with the Big Five is uniformly less than r = 0.30 [92] .
Incremental Validity
Personal intelligence predicts ability in liberal arts courses that demand reasoning about people at levels 2%-4% above that of SAT scores; it predicts the lack of counterproductive work behaviors at levels 2%-4% above a brief measure of verbal intelligence [96, 108, 109] .
There is evidence that emotional intelligence provides incremental validity in the prediction of many important outcomes [91, 92] .
Is it a second-stratum intelligence?
Personal intelligence appears as a broad-based mental ability that is used in a diverse range of problem-solving. As of yet, however, no large scale tests have been conducted with other broad intelligences.
There is factor-analytic evidence that EI is a broad intelligence at the same level as broad abilities in the cool intelligence domain [81] .
The New Construct Can Be Measured With Performance Tests
To the degree that the construct is defined in terms of preferences and motivation, it lies outside the domain of intelligence. This is not to say that intelligence does not have important relationships with preferences and motivation. Indeed it does [110, 111] , but these relationships should be empirical, not definitional.
Performance tests are not the only valid method of assessing intelligence. Indeed many theories of intelligence are informed by a wide variety of non-test evidence (e.g., biographical analysis of eminent figures [85] ). Nevertheless, performance tests are the most direct means of generating new data that can be used to evaluate testable claims. Although widely used, self-evaluations of emotional intelligence (e.g., the Bar-On EQ-i [112] ) are indirect measures of the construct at best and overlap highly with other measures of personality such as the Big Five [113] [114] [115] .
Performance test items are possible to write for both emotional and personal intelligences, as indicated by the development of ability scales in the area from a number of different laboratories.
For example, the Mayer-Salovey-Caruso Emotional Intelligence Test and the Situational Test of Emotional Understanding are examples of performance measures of hot intelligences [106, 116] .
Some types of test items are scored according to consensus (i.e., most untrained raters agree), expert consensus (i.e., most trained raters agree), or veridical selection of correct answers (i.e., the answer is objectively true or false). Although a good argument can be made that consensual scoring provides a veridical criterion for many emotional intelligence items, e.g., [117] , researchers prefer expert consensus and where possible veridical scoring approaches-the identification of a correct answer based on clear, widely accepted archival criteria. MacCann and Roberts' [105] Situational Tests of Emotional Understanding and Management both employ veridical scoring. The original MSCEIT [97] was scored using expert-consensus and consensus criteria, but the youth version employs veridical scoring [106] .
The New Construct Has Properties Similar to Established Cognitive Abilities
All well-established cognitive abilities thus far identified develop with age and correlate positively with each other. It is extremely likely that newly identified abilities will do likewise. Emotional intelligence measures clearly have these properties [90] [91] [92] and initial evidence suggests that personal intelligence is likely to meet these criteria as well [84] .
The New Construct Should Be Measurable With Tests That Exhibit Convergent and Discriminant Validity
If an ability exists, it should be possible to create methodologically diverse tests that exhibit convergent and discriminant validity, correlating substantially more highly with each other than they do with measures of other constructs [118] . That is, tests that correlate highly with each other are assumed to measure overlapping sets of psychological functions. Reliable tests with low correlations are assumed to measure relatively distinct abilities. This assumption may in certain cases prove to be false, but it is hard to dismiss its appeal as a starting point in theory construction. If it turned out that many types of memory test scores were uncorrelated, it would not mean that there is no such thing as memory-memory is too useful a concept to be undone by low correlations. However, such a finding would cast doubt on the idea of general memory ability and would suggest that averaging diverse memory test scores does not distill a unitary psychological function; it would merely be a summary score, and probably not a particularly useful one.
Rather than eyeballing correlation coefficients, convergent and discriminant validity is typically established with some form of covariance structure modeling (e.g., confirmatory factor analysis). Measurement models become increasingly convincing when each construct has multiple measures and model fit remains high [119] [120] [121] .
Establishing that a construct has convergent and discriminant validity can take many twists and turns. If a study is designed specifically to distinguish between previously unidentified but plausible narrow factors, evidence for new factors is likely to emerge, though not necessarily exactly as hypothesized. Depending on which other variables are included in the dataset-and where the data analyst falls on the lumper/splitter continuum [122]-a particular broad ability might appear to merge with a close relative or to divide into two or more subfactors. A small subset of tests might cluster together in one battery of tests but might split apart when included in a more comprehensive battery. This does not mean that the question of a broad ability's existence is meaningless or hopelessly subjective, but that we should expect answers to vary from study to study and that the right answer will depend on our purpose. Thus, the question of whether a particular broad ability exists is not as straightforward as it might appear. From this perspective, broad abilities are not necessarily concrete entities but can instead be viewed as hierarchically arranged abstractions.
There are certainly many aspects of convergent and discriminant validity to be explored with respect to emotional and personal intelligence tests. However, the existing body of evidence suggests that it is possible to measure emotional intelligence with tests that display reasonable degrees of convergent and discriminant validity, comparable to tests in the cool intelligence domain [81, [123] [124] [125] . Preliminary evidence on the convergent and discriminant validity of personal intelligence measures is likewise promising [84] .
The New Construct Predicts Important Outcomes Even After Accounting for More Established Cognitive Abilities
An important check on the proliferation of categories has been suggested by Cattell ([126] , p. 289). By disingenuously including groups of overly similar tests in a study, it is possible to make it appear that a test battery has whatever broad abilities one wants it to have. Abilities "discovered" this way are not true abilities but what Cattell called "bloated specifics". A bloated specific differs from a true ability in that it does not correlate with any external criteria worth studying. Thus, before a new ability is to be admitted into a theoretical taxonomy, it is not enough that a factor analysis supports its existence. That new factor must predict something that matters, above and beyond the other facets of intelligence. We are aware of no theory in which all of its parts have met this challenge fully, including Cattell's own.
Schneider and Newman [37] have pointed out that many broad intelligences increment prediction at levels between 2% and 6% of explained variance after accounting for general intelligence. Though this incremental predictive validity is often quite modest, by incorporating broad ability models it is possible to reduce adverse impact on historically disadvantaged populations in practical applications of intelligence testing [37, 127, 128] .
Recent research indicates that personal intelligence predicts ability in liberal arts courses that demand reasoning about people at levels 2%-4% above that of SAT scores alone [96] . Personal intelligence also predicts (negatively) counterproductive work behaviors at levels slightly above a brief measure of verbal intelligence alone [108, 109] . Numerous reviews describe the incremental prediction of performance measures of emotional intelligence above traditional measures of intelligence alone [91, 92] . A forthcoming issue of Emotion Review will provide an update.
The New Construct Should Be Linked to Specific Neural Modules That Evolved to Help Humans Survive and Reproduce
The criterion that specific intelligences must be linked to specific neural modules has played in important role in Gardner's Theory of Multiple Intelligences [85] . Without this criterion, almost any useful skill could be dubbed a new intelligence. For example, computer skills are becoming increasingly important; modern economies shower money on those who can intelligently exploit what computers have to offer. Is there a digital intelligence? Answering yes stretches the meaning of intelligence far beyond its traditional boundaries. Computer skills have no plausible evolutionary history. Natural selection has not had time to evolve special cognitive functions that help humans use computers to survive and reproduce. The intelligent use of computers relies exclusively on repurposing cognitive functions that evolved previously to solve other problems of survival and reproduction. Do emotional and personal intelligence satisfy this criterion? Easily. Many psychologists have remarked, for example, about how important it was for our evolutionary ancestors to understand and predict the behavior of the people around them. Dunbar [129] has proposed the social brain hypothesis to explain that human beings increased in their mental capacities precisely so as to talk and keep track of one another in their ancient groups; by being able to do so, humans increased the size of their societies with consequential benefits. As they spoke about one another, they communicated about individual differences, according to Buss [130] who has suggested that we also have evolved neural modules that allow us to detect individual differences in one another. Such detection systems allowed our ancestors to choose whom they would hunt with, work with and mate with. Those who made better choices increased their likelihood of survival and reproduction.
Research that maps specific aspects of emotional intelligence to specific neural modules is still in a preliminary stage. However, there is evidence that lesions in specific regions of the brain are differentially associated with specific factors within emotional intelligence as measured by the MSCEIT [131] [132] [133] .
Alternative Interpretations of the Broad Ability Concept
If the criteria above define an intelligence-then what distinguishes a broad intelligence from general intelligence on the one hand, or specific abilities on the other? We grapple with this issue here. This has practical implications: If the task is to show that hot intelligences such as emotional intelligence and personal intelligence are broad factors of intelligence, it is hard to know what to aim for, as there is no strong theory as to exactly what the broad abilities are. It appears that the term refers to many different kinds of theoretical constructs, not all of which are mutually exclusive. That is, there is no guarantee that abilities that we currently consider broad abilities are abilities of the same type. Some types of broad abilities may not be amenable to evaluation via factor analysis (or may not appear to be "real" when the attempt is made). Distinguishing between different types of broad abilities may facilitate communication between researchers from different traditions. When an ability construct does not conform to factor analytic models, it might still be a valid concept but of a different kind, which may put limits on what can be claimed about the construct (e.g., that one can create summary scores of the ability by summing marker indicator variables).
As we describe each alternative, we discuss how it might apply to the two hot intelligences that are the focus of this article.
Broad Abilities as Discrete Functions of the Mind with Broad Applicability
As we consider the integration of broad intelligences, it is worth reflecting on the fuzziness of the distinction between broad and narrow mental abilities. There are no natural joints to carve in continuous dimensions like breadth. Many hierarchical models of intelligence allow for intermediate levels between broad and narrow abilities [28] . Nevertheless, there are aspects of ability that are clearly quite broad and others that are very narrow. For example, the ability to read written communications-from novels to instruction manuals-and the ability to speak Pig Latin fluently are both fairly discrete abilities. However, the ability to read and comprehend is broader because it is useful in many important aspects of modern life whereas the ability to speak Pig Latin is not. If the core of fluid intelligence is a general relation-perceiving function of the mind-what Spearman [102] termed the eduction of relations and correlations-then fluid intelligence is a broad ability in this sense. It is a discrete function that is useful in diverse situations.
Broad abilities in this sense define discrete functions; Applying this criterion to personal and emotional intelligence raises questions as to their status: Although they are broadly useful, they may not be discrete-for example, the degree to which they overlap with one another and with social intelligence has yet to be determined, and what evidence there is suggests that personal intelligence may subsume emotional intelligence [95] .
Broad Abilities as Sets of "Entangled" Narrow Abilities
Some broad abilities may be discrete functions whereas others may be constructs of a very different sort. Just because a factor analysis allows one to draw an ellipse linked to many abilities does not mean that the ellipse represents a unitary function. Certain habits of data analysis used mindlessly can obscure viable theoretical alternatives. For example, although the wide variety of factor rotation options available to researchers are in many ways mathematically equivalent, they are not theoretically equivalent. In Figure 3 , there are three models that perfectly explain the same correlation matrix. The oblique rotation at the top implies that although the two latent abilities are correlated (for reasons unspecified), changes in one ability will have no direct effect on the indicators of the other ability. It is likely that the structure of knowledge domains operates in this way ( [15] , p. 97). People who know a lot about the early Roman Republic probably also know more than the average person about the First World War. However, reading a book about either one of those topics is unlikely to directly increase one's knowledge of the other. To be sure, learning certain underlying patterns and historical insights from one era might facilitate learning in another-but hearing the stories of Lucretia or Cincinnatus does not make one directly familiar with the Schlieffen Plan or In Flanders Fields. With such a model, it is the theorist's job to explain how abilities with no direct causal links came to be correlated. The orthogonal model at the bottom of Figure 3 implies that the two latent abilities are uncorrelated, yet are "entangled" by small cross-loadings. That is, it is difficult to measure certain cognitive functions without simultaneously measuring others. Performance on each test is influenced directly by both abilities, though to differing degrees. Complex visual-spatial tasks like the Block Design subtest from the Wechsler tests appear to utilize a complex mix of narrow cognitive abilities that are relied upon to different degrees in different individuals [134] . Although visualization and mental rotation speed are statistically distinguishable, it is hard to imagine how a test could be devised such that mental rotation speed is measured with no involvement of visualization ( [9] , p. 325). Thus, mental rotation might be "entangled" with visualization in the same way that soccer is entangled with running ability.
It is worth noting that there is no reason that mental abilities are either merely correlated or exclusively entangled. In the second model in Figure 3 , the abilities are correlated but also have small cross-loadings. As an aside, this model effectively illustrates how excluding "small" cross-loadings in the indicator variables can drastically distort the structural relations among the latent variables [135] . It seems unlikely that traditional cross-sectional factor-analytic studies could distinguish among the three models in Figure 3 . It is possible that studies of individuals with brain lesions, long-term longitudinal studies, or studies in which abilities are experimentally manipulated might be required to sort out such relationships. It is unlikely that these questions will be settled any time soon for either hot or cool abilities. However if one mindlessly rotates all models to simple structure, certain viable alternatives will never be investigated.
It is possible that the various narrow factors within personal, emotional, and social intelligence are similarly "entangled" in complex ways. For example, on the MCSEIT, the Understanding Emotions and Managing Emotions factors have a substantial residual correlation even after accounting for the general emotional intelligence factor [136] . One way to explain the residual correlation is to posit existence of an intermediate factor (Strategic EI) between the narrow abilities and the broad ability [97] . However, higher-order structures are not the only way to explain residual correlations. An alternative possibility that avoids "multiplying entities needlessly" is that Understanding and Managing emotions are distinct but entangled because managing emotions always involves some degree of understanding them. Distinguishing between these two possibilities (or many others not stated here) will require study designs more complex and deliberate than traditional cross-sectional factor-analytic studies.
Broad Abilities as Essential Precursors to Many Other Abilities
The ability to see is broad in the sense that it is an essential ingredient in many other abilities (though sight-impaired individuals routinely show that the lack of sight is not as limiting as many suppose). The ability to whistle is a precursor to far fewer abilities. Working memory capacity is a broad ability in this sense, because it is a relatively unified domain-general capacity that is an essential ingredient in many other abilities-fluid reasoning in particular [137] .
Again, although emotional and personal intelligence are thought to consist of discrete abilities, they are not discrete abilities themselves. Thus, they are probably not characterized as broad abilities in this sense. To be sure, they are probably essential ingredients, in aggregate, of other abilities, such as the ability to anticipate the behavior of others, lead groups, understand humor, and so forth.
Broad Abilities as Conceptual Categories
Some constructs are just that: constructed. Koalas, pandas, and Teddies have enough similarities to share the name bear, but it is clear that there is nothing fundamental that links them as a distinct group. Sometimes for reasons of conceptual economy certain groupings of abilities are made because they share certain features, not because they are causally related. For example, in Figure 2 , the perceptual abilities (Gv, Ga, etc.) are similar in that they are clusters of modality-specific narrow abilities but there is no implication of a general perceptual ability separate from the general factor of intelligence.
If emotional intelligence were simply a diverse collection of abilities that happen to have something to do with emotion, one could imagine reallocating the specific abilities to other categories in Figure 2 . For example, the ability to produce specific emotional facial expressions on demand (as actors do) might be just a specific psychomotor ability. The ability to perceive emotions accurately would take its place among other perceptual abilities. Managing emotions might be a manifestation of the executive control of attention. Understanding emotions would be a specific knowledge factor.
Although it is certainly possible that specific components of emotional intelligence might have special relationships with other cool abilities, studies on the convergent and discriminant validity of personal and emotional intelligence tests [81, 84] suggest that neither hot intelligence construct is a mere conceptual category. Convergent and discriminant validity studies are necessary but not sufficient to be able to make the strong claim that a construct is not just a conceptual category. Borsboom [138] notes that even if individual differences are strongly correlated, it does not follow that there is necessarily a theoretically important entity within individuals that connects them. For example, a factor analysis of physical abilities among Norwegians might reveal a small factor consisting of rifle shooting accuracy and cross-country skiing endurance. Before we theorize about an ability construct that explains the link between these two disparate skills, we would do well to consider the popularity of the Biathlon event in Norway. Factor analysis alone cannot distinguish between variables that load together because of an underlying ability or variables that load together because of specific cultural practices.
With respect to cognitive abilities, Vernon ([22] , p. 8) warned:
...it should be clear that a factor is a construct which accounts for the objectively determined correlations between tests, in contrast to a faculty which is a hypothetical mental power. We can if we wish go on to theorize about the psychological nature and origin of factors. Better, we can conduct experiments to discover just what performances involve a factor, among which groups of people it emerges, and what conditions affect it. But factors should be regarded primarily as categories for classifying mental or behavioural performances, rather than as entities in the mind or nervous system. This is essentially the argument Horn invokes to criticize the theory of general intelligence [17] . Yes, it emerges in a factor analysis, but its indicators do not respond the same way to developmental influences, which to Horn meant that it is not a unitary ability. Cattell ([15] , pp. 12-13) offers sound guidance to researchers hoping to show that a construct is not merely a collection of correlated variables:
If we have a phrase like "the capacity to abstract", there is a tendency, as Francis Bacon warned us back in Elizabethan times, automatically to assume from a single term that there is a single thing. [...] To appreciate the importance of this, one must first acquire a deep suspicion of words. [...] In physical life we do not often go wrong about and are seldom asked to prove our intuitive belief that the cat is one object and the dog another. But in the vast jungle of observation which is behavior-the substance of psychology-the taxonomist has to become a far more sophisticated methodologist than in almost any other science. What in fact do we mean, and how do we prove it, when we assert, say, that "musical aptitude" is a unitary gift?
The basic rule for proving the unity of an entity is the same (as John Stuart Mill explained) regardless of whether it is [a] physical or behavioral unity. A thing is a unity when its parts move together, change together, and respond together to some treatment or stimulation. The cat and dog may be an amicable heap by the fireside, but when you call the dog, four legs, two ears, a nose, and a tail cross the room to you at once while the other, cat-like elements stay put.
Direct experimental evidence of this sort is not yet available for most of the cool intelligence broad abilities, so it is not surprising that it is also unavailable for the hot intelligences. As an example of this kind of research, visual-spatial ability appears to respond to natural fluctuations and experimental manipulations of testosterone in humans and other mammals [139] . However, it is not yet clear if testosterone influences mainly mental rotation or all facets of visual-spatial ability equally [140] .
Evidence of this sort is difficult to collect but not impossible with the hot intelligences. For example, suppose that interventions designed to improve emotion recognition accuracy (i.e., the Perceiving Emotions factor) caused the remaining untargeted emotional intelligence abilities to rise in a pattern consistent with existing structural models of emotional intelligence. Likewise, suppose that brain injuries that interfered with emotion recognition accuracy were associated with a similar pattern of change in other narrow emotional intelligence abilities but in the opposite direction. This kind of evidence would suggest that emotional intelligence is not a mere conceptual category, but a set of causally integrated functions of the mind.
Broad Abilities as Collective Properties
A collective property is a feature that emerges from the measurement of many objects. For example, the sample mean is not in the sample, it is a collective property of the sample. Even though some numbers in the sample might have the same value as the sample mean, they are not conceptually the same thing as the sample mean. More concretely, if you look for "the economy", you will not find it in your wallet, or in a bank, or at a stock exchange. It is a collective property, an aggregate of countless voluntary exchanges humans make to meet their needs and fulfill their wants. Racial diversity in the classroom is not found in any particular student but is a collective property of the group. To say that a particular student adds to the racial diversity of a classroom is not so much a statement about the student but about the current composition of the class as a whole.
Bartholomew ([141] , p. 91 ) suggests that the general factor of intelligence is a collective property of a large number of features of the brain. Surprisingly, this appears to have been the position Spearman [142] himself took. Jensen, too, believed that g is not a reified ability itself, but a result from the sum total of all forces that cause abilities within the same person to be more similar to each other than they otherwise would have been ( [143] , p. 29). This argument is easily extended to the broad abilities. Perhaps broad abilities, too, are collective properties-useful and informative properties, to be sure-but not tangible objects. That is, they are not abilities themselves but result from the total effects of all influences that make the narrow abilities within a domain more similar to each other than they would be by chance. This should not give comfort to obscurantists who do not wish any actual measurements of intelligence to occur. Collective properties (e.g., sample means, economic indicators, and racial diversity) are routinely measured and studied.
If emotional intelligence is a collective property of many narrow abilities related to emotions, we should not expect to find a single ability among them that is the broad ability any more than we should expect to find the sample mean literally in our data, the economy literally in our wallet, or racial diversity in particular students. If emotional intelligence is a collective property of some sort, it will be found in the aggregate of countless forces and influences that shape how we perceive, understand, manage, and use emotions. Framed this way, for example, emotional perception per se is not the proper object of study, but rather the proximal influences that cause emotional perception abilities to correlate as they do with each other and with other aspects of emotional intelligence.
Broad Abilities as Causal Systems
Borsboom [138] distinguished between latent variable models and causal systems. Traditional hierarchical factor-analytic models similar to Figure 1 imply that narrow abilities have no relationships with each other after controlling for broader abilities. In a causal system model, narrow abilities influence each other directly in sometimes complex networks of association [45, 144] . Thus, broad abilities are not so much "things" (i.e., discrete entities) as they are relatively integrated portions of a large network of abilities.
The ability to store information in working memory is a broad ability in this sense because it refers to a collection of interdependent narrow abilities. For example, it is reasonably clear that there are different subsystems of working memory that handle different kinds of sensory codes and different mechanisms for updating the contents of short-term memory [103] . If working memory consists of many sub-abilities, why is it legitimate to refer to working memory as a whole? It is legitimate to talk about a car's engine as single thing, even though the engine is just a collection of many parts, because the parts accomplish a function together that none of them could accomplish alone. Likewise, the various components of working memory form a functional unity in that they facilitate complex mental functions such as planning and reasoning [137] .
In Figure 4 , two different models of emotional intelligence are contrasted. On the left, emotional intelligence is an influence on the specific abilities. On the right, emotional intelligence is not an entity in the causal system, it is the causal system (cf. [145] ). That is, emotional intelligence, in this view, is an interlocking system of emotion-related abilities. This model is fashioned after an information-processing model in which perceptions are inputs and actions are outputs. Obviously, much more complex models are possible and plausible. A similar model of the subcomponents of personal intelligence could be constructed as well. If this view of hot intelligences as causal systems has merit, it could be integrated into larger information processing models of intelligence [45] . In Figure 5 , we present a very simple integration of emotional intelligence and some of the broad abilities within CHC Theory. No strong claims are being made in Figure 5 . Rather, this is merely the sort of model that might emerge from attempts to integrate hot and cool intelligences viewed as complex causal systems. Each broad ability is a set of narrow abilities that are causally linked, probably in ways much more complex than are depicted in Figure 5 . The linkages among the CHC constructs are inspired by Cattell's investment theory ( [15] , p. 139) and by Fry and Hale's developmental cascade hypothesis [50, 51] .
In broad strokes, one could imagine that the Perceiving Emotions component of emotional intelligence would have a greater affiliation with perceptual abilities than with the other components of emotional intelligence. For example visual-spatial processing (Gv) might facilitate facial expression recognition, and auditory processing (Ga) might do likewise with emotional cues in the vocal channel. The Understanding Emotions component might have a greater relationship with verbal knowledge than would the other components of emotional intelligence. The Managing Emotions component might have a special relationship with the attentional control functions of working memory and processing speed. The Using Emotions to Facilitate Thought component might influence the kinds of reasoning measured by fluid and crystallized intelligence tests. The emotional intelligence system as a whole might help explain why some people persist in acquiring knowledge when it is difficult (or boring) whereas others give up prematurely. All of these linkages between hot and cool intelligence are quite speculative, but this is a potentially fruitful line of research. 
Conclusions
Schneider and Newman [37] presented multiple reasons to study broad intelligences, including: (a) models that take them into account offer better fit to empirical data; (b) they increment prediction of outcomes; and (c) their use has the potential to reduce adverse impact on historically disadvantaged minority populations. Building on these arguments, in the present paper we have outlined key features of broad intelligences so as to strengthen the conception of what they are and how they operate. We have speculated on the relations they have among one another and with other intelligences, and also paid special attention to how a new realm of hot intelligences might fit in with the cool. We hope such conceptions will pave the way for future research in the area.
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